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DORSET DIARIES REPRINT
A DOG’S LIFE AND OTHER JOTTINGS
David Edelsten

For thirteen years David Edelsten wrote a much-loved column in Country Life, chronicling the life
of his household and village – Glanvilles Wootton, in Dorset. ‘You would be hard put to it to

say exactly where the heart of our village lies, or to name its special talent, but we who live here
think of ourselves as being among God’s elect.’ For the first time, all of these remarkable pieces
are gathered together in book form.

With the common sense of a countryman, the clarity of a soldier and the poetry of a born writer,
David Edelsten tells of horses and haymaking, hounds and hunting, flowers and farmers, Sunday
matins and the song of birds, all making up the glorious tapestry of life in rural England.

This is not the country as some inad-equately imagine – fondly or otherwise – but a sensitive and
utterly memorable record of genuine people and authentic circumstance by a man who lives at
their heart.

The son of a doctor, David Edelsten was born in 1933 and educated at Clifton and Sand-hurst.
Quitting the army at the rank of brigadier, in order to be able to live at home, he ran a charity
based in Taunton until the writing took over. He is now a freelance journalist, writing principally
for Country Life, The Field and Horse & Hound, and reviews books regularly, most recently in The
Spectator. He describes himself as ‘incurably horsy, devoted to the small patch of Dorset where
he lives, the novels of Jane Austen, not to mention the memory of a much-loved dog’.

He is married, with two sons and two step-daughters.
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